
ON / OFF WITH POWER KEY

• Press the POWER key to turn 
on the Humphree system.

• To turn off the Humphree system, 
Press and hold the POWER key for more than 
2 seconds, then the Turn Off System menu will 
be shown. Press OFF to turn off the system. 

CLEANING 
A CLEANING FUNCTION IS AUTOMATICALLY ACTIVATED WHEN 
THE SYSTEM IS TURNED OFF. THE INTERCEPTORS WILL MAKE 
A FULL STROKE EVERY 24 HOURS.

QUICK OPERATOR’S GUIDE

ON
Press the POWER key to turn on 
the Humphree system.
OFF
To turn off the Humphree system 
Press and hold the POWER key for more than 
2 seconds, then the Turn Off System menu will 
be shown.
Press OFF to turn off the system. 
CLEANING
A cleaning function is automatically activated 
when the system is turned off. The Interceptors 
will make a full stroke every 24 hours.

  Main screen information

Additional languages are available at 
www.humphree.com

Interceptor
position
starboard

GPS speed

AUTO function
position
The AUTO functions will 
change the Interceptor position 
automatically.

Interceptor
position port

Trim angle

Status bar

List angle/Set list

Function indicator
Auto functions 
ON/OFF
(Functions are off on this screen)

Function keys

Trim / List keys

Enter & Menu key

Center key

Power, Dimmer &
Exit key

Rudder signal/
steering position 

OPERATOR Ś 
QUICK GUIDE

MAIN SCREEN INFORMATION

GPS SPEED 

AUTO FUNCTION
POSITION 
The AUTO functions will 
change the Interceptor 
position automatically.

INTERCEPTOR
POSITION PORT

RUDDER SIGNAL /
STEERING POSITION 

CENTRE KEY 

POWER, DIMMER 
& EXIT KEY

STATUS BAR 

TRIM ANGLE

INTERCEPTOR
POSITION 
STARBOARD

LIST ANGLE/SET LIST

FUNCTION INDICATOR
AUTO FUNCTIONS
ON/OFF 

FUNCTION KEYS

TRIM/LIST KEYS

ENTER & MENU 
KEYS

Functions are OFF 
on this screen

CONTROLLING TRIM AND LISTDIMMER  NIGHT & DAY MODESPECIAL KEY FUNKTIONS

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

PRESS AND HOLD A KEY FOR FASTER MOVEMENT         

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

TRIM FORWARD  (BOW DOWN) 
Both port and starboard Interceptors 
extend simultaneously and the 
ship’s bow will trim down.

TRIM AFT  (BOW UP) 
Both port and starboard Interceptors 
retract simultaneously and the 
ship’s bow will trim up.

LIST TO PORT 
Port side Interceptors retract and 
starboard Interceptors extend 
and the ship will list to port.

LIST TO STARBOARD 
Starboard side Interceptors retract 
and port side Interceptors extend 
and the ship will list to starboard.

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

ENTER KEY 
The Enter key enters menu
and turns on and off specific 
functions in menu.

CENTRE KEY 
The center key changes 
between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT 
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors. All auto functions are 
automatically turned off and the Interceptors 
are fully retracted to their neutral position. 

Force Retract is activated by pressing 
and holding down 
both LIST keys 
simultaneously 
for 0.5 sec.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS DESCRIBED 
IN THE OPERATORŚ MANUAL.

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

DIMMER 
Press and release the DIMMER key 
to enter the dimmer popup.  Adjust 
the backlight intensity by pressing 
the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change 
from white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change 
the control panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN 
to change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS 
The function keys switch ON/OFF 
the AUTO functions. These are 
shown in the screen if available.

Screen example shows auto trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are present, 
Trim Memories will be shown. When blades 
are deployed to a specific position, press 
and hold to save a trim memory.

ON / OFF WITH POWER KEY

• Press the POWER key to turn 
on the Humphree system.

• To turn off the Humphree system, 
Press and hold the POWER key for more than 
2 seconds, then the Turn Off System menu will 
be shown. Press OFF to turn off the system. 

CLEANING 
A CLEANING FUNCTION IS AUTOMATICALLY ACTIVATED WHEN 
THE SYSTEM IS TURNED OFF. THE INTERCEPTORS WILL MAKE 
A FULL STROKE EVERY 24 HOURS.

GPS SPEED 

AUTO FUNCTION
POSITION 
The AUTO functions will 
change the Interceptor 
position automatically.

INTERCEPTOR
POSITION PORT

RUDDER SIGNAL /
STEERING POSITION 

CENTRE KEY 

POWER, DIMMER 
& EXIT KEY

STATUS BAR 

TRIM ANGLE

INTERCEPTOR
POSITION 
STARBOARD

LIST ANGLE/SET LIST

FUNCTION INDICATOR
AUTO FUNCTIONS
ON/OFF 

FUNCTION KEYS

TRIM/LIST KEYS

ENTER & MENU 
KEYS

Functions are OFF 
on this screen

CONTROLLING TRIM AND LIST DIMMER  NIGHT & DAY MODE SPECIAL KEY FUNKTIONS

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

PRESS AND HOLD A KEY FOR FASTER MOVEMENT         

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

TRIM FORWARD  (BOW DOWN) 
Both port and starboard Interceptors 
extend simultaneously and the 
ship’s bow will trim down.

TRIM AFT  (BOW UP) 
Both port and starboard Interceptors 
retract simultaneously and the 
ship’s bow will trim up.

LIST TO PORT 
Port side Interceptors retract and 
starboard Interceptors extend 
and the ship will list to port.

LIST TO STARBOARD 
Starboard side Interceptors retract 
and port side Interceptors extend 
and the ship will list to starboard.

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

ENTER KEY 
The Enter key enters menu
and turns on and off specific 
functions in menu.

CENTRE KEY 
The center key changes 
between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT 
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors. All auto functions are 
automatically turned off and the Interceptors 
are fully retracted to their neutral position. 

Force Retract is activated by pressing 
and holding down 
both LIST keys 
simultaneously 
for 0.5 sec.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS DESCRIBED 
IN THE OPERATOR Ś MANUAL.

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

DIMMER
Press and release the DIMMER key to enter 
the dimmer popup.  Adjust the backlight in-
tensity by pressing the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change from 
white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change the control 
panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN to 
change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys switch ON/OFF the 
AUTO functions. These are shown in the 
screen if available.

Screen example shows auto 
trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are pre-
sent, Trim Memories will be shown.
When blades are deployed to a specific posi-
tion, press and hold to save a trim memory.

            Controlling trim and list         Dimmer Night & Day mode       Special Key functions
ENTER KEY
The Enter key enters menus and turns on and 
off specific functions in menus.

CENTER KEY
The center key changes between different main 
screens. (If available)

FORCE RETRACT
Force Retract is a function for fast retraction 
of the Interceptors.
All auto functions are automatically turned off 
and the Interceptors are fully retracted to their 
neutral position.

Force Retract is activated by pressing and hold-
ing down
both LIST keys simultaneously for 0.5 sec.

Additional information is described in the Op-
erators Manual.

013152-01 ENGLISH

Trim forward ( bow down )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors extend simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim 
down.

Trim aft ( bow up )
Both port and starboard Inter-
ceptors retract simultaneously 
and the ship’s bow will trim up.

List to port
Port side Interceptors retract 
and starboard Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
port.

List to starboard
Starboard side Interceptors re-
tract and port side Interceptors 
extend and the ship will list to 
starboard.

(Press and hold a key for faster 
movement)

DIMMER 
Press and release the DIMMER key 
to enter the dimmer popup.  Adjust 
the backlight intensity by pressing 
the + - function keys.

In DAY mode press INVERT to change 
from white to black background.

Press NIGHT or DAY to change 
the control panels intensity.

In NIGHT mode press RED or GREEN 
to change night color.

FUNCTION KEYS 
The function keys switch ON/OFF 
the AUTO functions. These are 
shown in the screen if available.

Screen example shows auto trim ON.

If no AUTO functions are present, 
Trim Memories will be shown. When blades 
are deployed to a specific position, press 
and hold to save a trim memory.

QUICK GUIDE IN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES ARE AVAILABLE - DOWNLOAD FROM THE QR CODE IN THE LID


